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Abstract 
After 05th May 2014, a magnitude of 6.3 struck Chiangrai province, where locate at northern part of Thailand. It was the 
strongest earthquake ever recorded occurs in the country, according to National Disaster Warning Center. This earthquake 
caused damage to buildings, houses, schools and historical buildings and creating many problems for resident’s life and so far,
are continue rising fear to the residents who live in risk zone (10 provinces in North and plus Bangkok: Kanchanaburi, 
Chiang Rai,  Chiang Mai, Tak, Nan, Phayao, Phrae, Lampang, Lamphun and Mae Hong Son) what should we plan if future 
quakes from 7 active-fault lines in North are active in stronger shakes. This study would like to 1.Summarize the policy and 
building regulations. 2. Analyze response and resident’s perception in earthquake situation of May 2015 .According to 
Ministerial Regulation B.E. 2550, The law stipulated that Thailand's tall buildings (15 meters or higher) must be built to 
withstand more than magnitude 6 and tall building constructed after 2007 have to follow on Earthquake Resistant Design of 
Structures to able to the stand up to 7 magnitude, So the building are safer from earthquake damage compare to buildings in 
another areas. Nevertheless this regulation not cover to individual households where most of residents living and also not 
cover many type of public building such as temple or not enforce the building that built before 2007 to be earthquake resist. 
The situations are still risk for future damage, too. 
© 2015 Sararit Titaya. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under organizing committee of I3R2 2015 
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1. Introduction 
Disaster resilience in Thailand has received much attention in recent years due to the increase 
number and intensity of disasters in country. According to the “Chiang-Rai earthquake” on 5 May 
2014 or “Northern Thailand earthquake” It was the strongest earthquake ever recorded occur in-land 
according to report of National Disaster Warning Center, it caused damage to housing, Infrastructure, 
schools and historical building. The effected of earthquake and 274 aftershocks cause residents in risk 
zone unsecured (10 provinces in North and plus Bangkok: 1.Kanchanaburi, 2.Chiang Rai, 3.Chiang 
Mai, 4.Tak, 5.Nan, 6.Phayao, 7.Phrae, 8.Lampang, 9.Lamphun and 10.Mae Hong Son).In this risk 
zone locate of 7 active fault, although the northern part of Thailand can be safe from Tsunami but the 
effect of earthquake such as building collapse can be danger.Disasters can be reduced if residents are 
well informed and motivated towards a culture of disaster prevention and resilience [1] Even though, 
the building regulations in Thailand are trying to update the issue and cover more density of 
earthquake and extend to cover more types of building. However we found that residents in Northern 
Thailand still have weak understanding in disaster emergency preparedness and response.  
________ 
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When resilience to natural hazard refer to the action to protect live, livelihood and infrastructure from 
destruction and possibility to restore and after natural hazard has occurred, The lack preparation and 
wrong response can delay evacuation process and might lead negative effected to life.This paper aims 
to 1.Summarize the policy and building regulation  2. Analyze response and resident’s perception in 
earthquake situation .The paper collected information from 243 residents by questioning about their 
choices of evacuation and measure their understanding in building regulation and risk perception. Turn 
out that residents have less response to emergency situation and also low-understanding about safety 
in disaster situation despite to detail that they don’t even know information about their own house. 
Even though the building regulations are more improved but it not achieve to most of residents. 
2. Methodology  
This research method are 1.An interview with local residents 2.Literature review about building 
regulations, emergency advice and disaster policy of Thailand and 3.questionnaire survey to 243 
respondents (March-April 2015). The questionnaire use safety guideline for residents that provide by 
government, Department of public works and town & country planning, the questionnaire evaluated 
the knowledge and understanding in safety steps of residents in emergency situation .The target group 
are residents who experienced earthquake and live in Chiangmai province, the highest population in 
Northern Thailand. This province has 1.68 million populations and being central of Education, 
business, finance and real-estate of northern Thailand. So in case of big disaster occur the loss and 
damage can effect widely here. These studies explore, from residents view about risk perception, 
evacuated decision and then measured residents understanding in Earthquakes emergency situation. 
The criteria to evaluated residents knowledge are by checklist from Thai’s government disaster safety 
guide, did residents follow or known the guide or not. 
3. Background  
3.1 Disaster management in Thailand 
Disasters management is different according to scale of disaster events .Hazard scale was device 
in to 4 levels .The highest level is level 4 Prime minister of Thailand are in charge of direct command. 
In level 3 Ministry of interior will responsibility cooperate and support disaster warning to residents 
from warning organization. Level 2 is province level in this level province mayor are in charge under 
the decision from province disaster committee (and cooperate with DDPM’s province) Level 1 is local 
level the district mayor in charge direct with chief of sub district. 
Fig.1. (a*) Hazard scale was device in to 4 levels; (b*) warning to command center  
**Credit: The USGS Earthquake Hazards Program [2] 
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In response of emergency time Department of Disaster warning will send the warning to command 
center ,media and direct to Department of disaster Prevention and Mitigation .After get warning 
information DDPM will in charge of management and support disaster response to province mayor 
and provincial offices of disaster prevention and mitigation (PODPM).Warning information would 
sent to resident and in return information of damage, lost or need in mitigation will be return from 
residents to local government. 
3.2 Disaster resilience  
Resilience can defined as the ability of social unit to cope with the hazards (ref.343).Venerability
and capacity involve evaluating community, business, organization, sector, structure and system to 
measure their susceptibility to loss or damage (ref 2.)Raya and Wiraporn (ref.3) studied after Indian 
Ocean Tsunami 2004, report that the education have significant relationship to cope with 
disaster .Household with higher education members are better prepare for disaster. Individual with 
higher education response better in hard times such as when disaster strike through communicate and 
information sharing and have well prepare for future disaster .But the existing literature has rarely 
report on what areas of knowledge that effected capability of residents when response to 
earthquake especially stage of emergency or what kind of information that limited residents from 
safety evacuation .The information about building  regulation are important because seismic resilience 
can be achieved by enchanting through emergency response strategies. 
Fig.2 Education has significant relationship to cope with disaster
3.3 Northern Thailand Earthquake 2014 
Fig.3. (a*) Intensity map; (b**) epicenter of 5 May earthquake on Thailand map
**Credit: The USGS Earthquake Hazards Program [2] 
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On 5 the May 2014, The largest earthquake that ever have record in land of Thailand occur (6.3 
M) [3], The epicenter are near Chiang rai airport Mea Loa town, The earthquake have effect to 
provinces in Northern Thailand and also some part of Myanmar,This earthquake so call “Mea Lao 
earthquake” , “Chiang-Rai earthquake” or “Northern Thailand earthquake”.  Normally only moderate 
and small earthquake events were record in Northern and western part of country [4] after the 
earthquake the needs for building safety assessment were highly-required. Most people stay outside of 
their house because they afraid of building collapse from earthquake’s aftershock. It’s been report that 
over 10,000 house got damage. The volunteer engineers from all over country come to help on 
building safety evaluation. Most of the building was not design for earthquake resist. The building 
regulation not enforced building below 15 m. to design for earthquake resistant.  
Table 1. Building Damage: (Authors modified, 2015) 
Housing damage                      households                                 % 
Highly       475         5  
Partly                2,180                    21  
Minors               7,714                                74  
Total                10,369                                       ___________________________ 
House                                                   10,369                                               98  
Temple                                                      138                                                 1  
School                                                         56______________________     1 _________________ 
4. Building regulation and policy on Disaster reduction in Thailand 
4.1 Building control for earthquake reduction  
Table 2. Building law and Regulation timeline 
Year                                      regulation detail                            
1979            the first Building regulation in Thailand was established     
2007        the first design regulation for seismic resistant enforce  
2009 Adding more regulation allows adapting in old building for earthquake resistant and 
provide design standard for new buildings 
2012 Adding more types of building that allowed adapting for earthquake resistant.    
The first seismic design regulation, Ministerial Regulation B.E. 2550(2007) was enforced in 2007. 
Buildings over 15m tall in risk area especially Bangkok are required to be designed for earthquakes 
resistant, in 2009, the Department of Public Works and Town & Country Planning have provide 
earthquake design standard for buildings [5].According to first seismic design regulation 2007,The 
buildings that built after 2007 would designed to resist the seismic as international standard (USA 
ASEC-05) : The law stipulated that Thailand's tall buildings (15 meters or higher) must built to 
withstand up to magnitude 6 and tall building constructed after 2007 have to follow on Earthquake 
Resistant Design of Structures to able withstand up to 7 magnitude. This regulation cover 9 types of 
building 1.Publice Facilities (Hospital, Airport, Fire station) 2.building contain inflammable items 
3.Public building ex. Cinema ,City hall ,sport stadium etc. 4.School 5.Nesury 6.Building with more 
than 5,000 users 7. Building that taller than 15 m. 8. Bridge or viaduct 9.a dike [6]  
4.2 Emergency guides  
Beside of building law regulations control, Department of public works and town & country 
planning, also provide the guideline on website to give knowledge about building in earthquake risk 
area, such as 1.guideline: Earthquake resistant contention for small building for earthquake 
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4.2.2 During earthquake emergency period
- Stay away from window or glass.  
- Hide under the table and cover you head. 
- Beware for exterior façade collapse. 
- Stay indoor until the shake stop. 
- If you are in the bedroom cover yourself with pillow. 
- Do not use elevator in case of earthquake. 
- Do not panic. 
4.2.3 After earthquake
- Check yourself and other if everyone safe or not 
- Check the damage of your house 
5. Evaluation 
5.1 Residents experience in Earthquakes
Fig.5. (a) Earthquake experience of 243 resident’s (b) Source of resident’s emergency information 
(Can answer more than 1 choice) 
From the 243 respondents who is live in Chiangmai province  in this questionnaires survey 
present that everyone experience in earthquake, from fig.5 Most of them experience earthquake 1-2 
times (68%), only 1% that have experience more than 10 times. So it shown that for residents, the 
earthquake event is not normal situation they could found in their everyday life .Most of residents got 
information about disaster from social network and followed with No. 2 Saw the news from TV. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Residents house type; (b) Residents know the year that house built ratio. 
5.2 Households
From figure 4(a) most of residents live in dormitory higher than 3 floors(55%), Because of 
Chiangmai is one of the central of education and economic in Northern part of Thailand, so many 
students and new employer are choose living Chiangmai in 1 studio room vertical residential and 
follow with the second choice 1 stories house (15%) .From figure 4(b) when asking did residents 
know detail about their own place? Only 25% of residents be able to define the year that their building 
was constructed .The simple information such as year of building constructed are not provide in case 
you rent the room in Chiangmai or in Thailand. Most of residents who live in dormitory don’t know 
when the building was built, according to lack of basic information, they rarely know either that the 
building is strong enough for earthquake resistant (for example; if it’s 15 m. tall building built after 
2007, residents can assume that it have to follow building regulation) or is it was renovated to follow 
the earthquake resist regulation or not. 
5.3 risk perception of residents
Fig. 7 Risk perception evaluated from 243 residents 
This research provides the questions to evaluated resident’s knowledge and perceptions in 
Disaster risk in figure.5 Residents have scored themselves from 1-5 in each perceptions. A result has 
shown that for Q1. Residents aware they live in risk area And Q2.Resident panic when earthquake 
occur? Residents mostly give themself moderated (3) score to very (4) score. So it show they also 
realize they live in the place that have probability for earthquake damage but in earthquake event they 
still very panic for what had happened. This is no surprise when checked with Q 3-5. residents hardly 
defined rather this is big earthquake or small, also they have lack knowledge in the building regulation 
for earthquake safety. This can make them confused about which actions they should and shouldn’t do 
in evacuation out of building. 
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5.4 Emergency response choices
After interview about what resident’s did when earthquake occurred and review on guideline for 
safety and construction in risk for local residents, this research requested residents to check what steps 
them response during the time they had experience earthquake. Respondents can choose more than 1 
methods from check-list also include the choice S9 = Taking no action and Interview about reason 
behind their choices and S6- evacuated immediately which is in fact not safe but most of residents 
misunderstand it a positive action in emergency situation. 
Table 3. Safety guide in earthquake situation 
S1 1.Hide under the table and cover you head 
S2  2.Stay away from the window or glass  
S3 3.Know how to turn off electric or gas device 
S4 4.Have emergency bag 
S5 5.Check yourself and other if everyone safe or not 
S6 6.Evacuated out of the building immediately 
S7 7.Prepare and check that the layout of furniture in house are not 
blocking or dangerous for emergency path 
S8 8.Prepare emergency bag 
S9 9.Take no respons 
Fig. 8 Residents choice of response in Earthquakes 
From resident’s choice the action mostly takes are “S6= Evacuated out of the building immediately” 
which is opposite from what the safety guideline advice --If building is strong enough it better to stay 
inside until the shake stop. Most resident reply on the interview that they don’t know if the building 
was safe so they think it better to get out of the building as fast as possible. Some of them admit they 
are in panic, so when seeing the neighbors or friend run out of the building, they were follow along. 
The second answer in rank is S1-117 peoples choose to hide under the table and cover the head. Many 
residents choose this method because they have seen these methods in the Medias. The lowest score 
are S3- know-how to turn off and turn off the electric device and gas in house after the shake stop. If 
residents rush out of the building with panic and not turn of the device. It could cause more damage 
such as fire. For second in the bottom of the rank is S4 –having emergency bag. This shown that 
residents have low preparation for earthquake situation .Even if they realize they live in risk zone, and 
then the third choice from the top that residents response to earthquake situation is “Taking no action” 
73 residents have no response to earthquake because they admit they never have experience, so they 
don’t know what to do and until now they still have no preparation for future shake. 
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6. Conclusion
Regulation 
Even though, the building regulations in Thailand are trying to update the issue and cover more 
density of earthquake and extend more type building, but still the building regulation not enforced 
building below 15 m to design for earthquake resistant. The result shown that even government try to 
provide more information such as guideline for safety and construction in risk for local office and for 
local residents, but  residents have negative response to emergency situation. 
Resident’s response 
According to low-understanding about safety in disaster situation despite of the fact that they 
don’t even know information about their own house, even though the building regulations are 
improved but it not achieve to most of residents. Residents have moderate awareness even if they 
know they live in risk are, also less understanding and knowledge in earthquake emergency response.  
Fig. 9 Knowledge for Safety  
The less of knowledge can be device in to 3 parts Fig.7 1.Knowleage about house: residents have less 
basic information about their own house, such as which year it being built or what is safe interior lay-
out in case of disaster. Also they need to learn more about building regulation that they can understand 
what types of building is safe.2.Knowlage about earthquake risk: resident realize they live in risk 
area but still they need more preparedness and better information to defined the intensity in each 
earthquake events, so they can have suitable response 3.knowlaged about emergency safety process:
many residents take wrong response or take no response in emergency situation. This is important to 
increase resident’s knowledge because many actions they chosen could lead to worst situation. In the 
other hand if they add more knowledge it can lead to positive action and safety   
knowledge informationsharing
well
prepare
safety
evacuation
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7. Suggestion 
It’s important for government to make sure that everyone can achieve to information for disaster 
safety and this studies point out that the basic information of residents building can help them making 
decision in evacuation. Also the fact that many of residents answer the interview that they access 
information about disaster in “social media” so it could be helpful if residents can search and gain 
more knowledge all about disaster risk, emergency process and especially the house information from 
social media about earthquake. 
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